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this is a brief presentation of my radio equipment - the shack of la8oka cq ww 160 m contest february 2005 la8oka
martin portable from the cottage in hallingdal working 160 m with my ic 703 and microkeyer, how to rejuvenate
rechargeable nicd batteries flounderings - this post is about a method to restore rejuvenate nicd nicad battery packs that
are failing to charge i have 2 sets of cordless tools drill circular saw reciprocating saw and more that use rechargeable nicd
battery packs, electronics plus links to the electronics industry - enclosures and mechanics armeka transport cases
plastic parts vibration and shock protection e dold s hne kg industrial enclosures relay modules relays elma electro
mechanical components and systems for the telecommunications medical industrial control instrumentation and defense
industries extensive line of vme vme64x vxi compact pci cpci enclosure and chassis for, how to measure rpm s with a
multimeter electrical - if your multimeter has a hz or freq function with the right amount of fussing and experimentation you
may be able to calculate engine rpms from the hz or freq readout a few wraps of wire around the spark plug cable may act
as enough of an antenna to pickup the high voltage pulse emission from, radios for sale at the radio attic the best place
on - b baldwin 99 metal speaker metal speaker this is a nice playing speaker for your vintage radios only 13 h 105 00
0380414 ballantine s whisky eight transistor radio plastic replica radio a really nice novelty radio that works fine these
usually have the labels in poor condition not this baby it s grand, camera batteries a complete chart photoethnography
com - p s if you have noticed anywhere with lower prices please e mail me to let me know p p s yes i know that these things
are really cells and are only batteries when there are more than one in series but most people just call them batteries so i ll
used that terminology out of habit, links to electronics industry companies epanorama net - links to electronics industry
companies companies search this search engine searches for electronics componentmanufacturers distributors and dealers
listed in this pageand related companies listings pages, prepper skill of the month make a faraday cage - how to make a
faraday cage step by step the hardest part about protecting your equipment is simply doing it a few rolls of heavy duty
aluminum foil some cardboard boxes and a galvanized steel trash can are enough to create your own faraday cage and
protect your electronics from emp, tech notes 1 of 3 aes wave com - tech notes 1 of 3 this section provides you the
opportunity to share your favorite diagnosis or interesting waveform capture with other aes customers, troubleshooting
and repair of consumer electronic equipment - back to troubleshooting table of contents tools test equipment and other
stuff hand tools invest in good tools if you are into garage sales you can often pick up excellent well maintained tools very
inexpensively but be selective there is a lot of junk out there, circuits and relays volvoclub org uk - relay locations see the
illustrations below left and middle to identify relays in 740 940 cars caution relay locations vary by model year and market to
determine differences use an oem wiring diagram book to access relays remove the ashtray push the spring clip at the top
and fuse panel cover push the plastic snap at the bottom, bmw airhead motorcycle electrical hints - bmw motorcycle
electrical troubleshooting hints section 4 and section 5 below are about the starting system this will be done in depth and i
will explain it in various ways in the hope that you will follow along with the sketches in the chitech electrics manual and
thereby get a truly solid understanding, a list directory search results - offers computer forums for chat and discussion on
a wide range of computer related topics you can chat anything on computer you can discuss about any comouter related
topic with the foreigner members take their advice and suggest
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